NEWS RELEASE
Maps BI and Assured Telematics Partnership to Help Improve Driver Safety and Reduce
Fuel Costs for Fleets
OAKVILLE, Ontario and MILTON, Massachusetts, April 8, 2014
Maps BI is proud to announce that Assured Telematics (ATI) has joined the Maps BI channel
partner program as a value add solution partner. ATI will offer the Maps BI platform to their
current and prospective customers in the North American market.
ATI will offer the Maps BI platform as part of their telematics fleet management solution. The
addition of Maps BI will help ATI customers improve driver safety, reduce fuel costs and boost
overall productivity of their fleets. It will be featured as a standalone solution or in ATI’s Geotab
Solution Center.
The realtime tracking of vehicles combined with engine and driver performance data helps
companies get their products to market safer and faster. The amount of data and making sense
of it can be overwhelming and time consuming. Maps BI telematics dashboards consolidates
telematics data into executive dashboards that can be used by fleet and operations managers to
flag potential risk hot zones, reduce fuel “creepage” and improve the productivity and profitability
of the fleet.
Supporting Quotes:
●

According to Mike Branch, CEO of Maps BI: “We’re proud to have ATI as our newest
partner in the telematics market offering Geotab users the ability to access executive
dashboards, consolidated views and even mashups. ATI’s deep understanding of fleet
management and logistics has and will continue to provide us with valuable insights, use
cases and dashboards for fleet managers.”

●

According to Frank Pellitta, CEO of Assured Telematics: “ATI services a wide range
of markets including the utility, oil and gas, security and engineering industries. But
regardless of the industry our fleet telematics solution serves, a common theme of
customers is the desire to quickly visualize and analyze data in real time. Maps BI now
gives our customers that capability”
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Supporting Resources:
●

High Impact Geocentric Business Intelligence for your Fleet:
http://mapsbi.com/wordpress/solutions/telematics/
● Maps BI: How it Works http://mapsbi.com/wordpress/learn/howitworks/
Screenshots (full images and embeds available upon request):
Exceptions Dashboard: This dashboard generates interactive view of where the vehicle
experienced exceptional conditions such as areas of harsh braking, harsh acceleration, hard
cornering, speeding, and more. The dashboard is capable of breaking this information down by
vehicle, driver, time of day, and longitudinal analysis.

Trips Dashboard: This dashboard interactively shows at which customer locations your drivers
are spending most of their time  you can look at the data by number of stops, average stop time
in an area, or total stop time. The dashboard can also showcase the number of stops on an
hourbyhour basis to help managers plot more efficient routes.
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Fuel Volumes and Costs: This dashboard allows for visibility into gas station fillups by driver,
associated volumes, and costs based on average fuel prices. The dashboard can be
segmented by vehicle, gas station, and longitudinally by date.

About Maps BI
Maps BI plots data on a map and transforms it into actionable information, intelligence and
insights that you can use to run your business better and make more profit. At the core of Maps
BI is a geospatial business intelligence platform that converts data from spreadsheets or
lineofbusiness applications (ecommerce, ERP/CRM, telematics and others) into interactive
geographic business intelligence maps. Maps BI is available onpremise and via the cloud
(public or private) depending on the preference of the organization.
About Assured Telematics
Assured Telematics (ATI) has a wide range of products and expertise to assist fleet
managers take advantage of new technologies to solve current day problems in managing
a fleet of drivers and trucks ranging from advanced satellite
communications and GPS
technologies to text messaging solutions and economical passive trip recording systems.
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